Rave Prepare™ from AT&T

Extend the
Reach of Your
Resources
Help Your Community Prepare
and Respond with a Web-based,
Citizen-Provided Access and
Functional Needs Registry

USE CASES
POWER OUTAGES

Rave Prepare, the leading access and functional
needs registry, is proven to help emergency

Rapidly identify and locate individuals
who have critical medical
dependencies on electricity, such
as ventilators, kidney dialysis, or
medications requiring refrigeration.

managers understand the individual needs in their
community and enable more targeted communication
before, during, and after a disaster.

Automatically validates data to keep information up

EVACUATIONS
Locate those individuals who require
assistance due to mobility limitations
or transportation challenges and
plan for any necessary transportation
resources.

to date and prevents it from ever going stale.
Collect citizen provided registry data online for easy
analysis, planning, and emergency response.
Give access to unlimited administrators across
agencies to send the right actionable message to

TRANSPORTATION
INTERRUPTIONS
Determine which residents have
critical needs such as kidney dialysis,
home healthcare, and in-home
oxygen requirements that will go
unmet during a sustained
transportation disruption.

each individual based on their need or location.
SHELTER RESOURCE
PLANNING
Obtain important information such
as language spoken in advance of
a disaster to provide resources the
community will need during an
incident requiring emergency
sheltering.

ONLINE ACCESS AND
FUNCTIONAL NEEDS REGISTRY
With Rave Prepare, residents submit medical
information and access or functional needs through
an online portal. During an incident, emergency
managers can easily identify residents in need of
assistance, communicate with them, and assign
resources to send help. Rave Prepare enables you to
plan ahead and proactively respond to disasters and
other emergencies.

TARGETED TWO-WAY COMMUNICATIONS
When an emergency occurs, leverage Rave Prepare’s

AUTOMATICALLY VALIDATED
ONLINE DATABASE

interactive maps to send targeted alerts based on needs
and location.

Collecting, updating, and managing registry
information is expensive, time-consuming, and

Send the right actionable message to each individual

resource intensive. With Rave Prepare, information

rather than a broadcast notification. For example, you

is provided and kept current by your residents.

could send a poll question by text, email, and voice to

Because Rave Prepare leverages Smart911,

your at-risk segment to determine their need

a national database providing additional

and ask for a response. You can then

data for 9-1-1, individuals can use

generate a report to see the categorized

Prevention

one online portal to sign up for

Mitigation

Smart911 and opt-in to provide

responses each paired with the
respondent’s real-time location.

additional information to
emergency managers. Because
the database is national in scope,

RAVE PREPARE
INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
AND RESPONSE
TM

Recovery

it facilitates interoperability on the

With unlimited administrators, all
departments can leverage internal
Preparedness

and external notifications for shift

local, regional, and national levels.

call outs, office closings, weather

Residents provide any information

Response

they wish to share during emergency

notifications and more. For routine
internal communications, you can easily

planning, response, and recovery efforts.

segment into unlimited groups (department,

Emergency managers can customize and add
questions, categories, or other data input fields to
collect specific information for their jurisdiction.

location, or any criteria you choose) and fully utilize
Rave’s unlimited text, voice and email messaging.

Information is stored in secure data centers where
emergency managers can access it for better

“Rave’s database and interactive maps help our

emergency planning and response. The information

dispatchers easily and rapidly identify, communicate,

can be easily exported for use by other systems such

and proactively assist those who most need our help.”

as mass notifications or for tasks in incident
management tools such as WebEOC.

THOMAS M. VALDEZ
DEPUTY DIRECTOR OTTAWA COUNTY (MI) 911

For more information contact your AT&T Representative.

www.ravemobilesafety.com/ATTTerms

